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In urban areas, expansion of existing utility systems and the possibility of 
adding utilities increase competition for available installation space. In
stallation and maintenance of these utilities cause pavement cuts resulting 
in more frequent repaving and attendant traffic congestion. Common 
trenching, the installation of multiple utility lines in a single trench, offers 
the potential for reducing the number of places in which pavement cuts are 
made. Although many companies indicate that they use common trenching, 
it is not a universal practice. The English made a detailed study of com
mon trenching for use in public housing developments and developed 
standard trench designs and suggested coordinating and operating proce
dures. Many of these procedures are applicable to the United States. One 
suggestion, for example, was the use of a single crew for installation, which 
has proved successful when tried in the United States. Major areas of 
concern to the utilities are coordination, compatibility, and cost sharing. 
Coordination can be handled in many ways. Coordinating committees, joint 
utility procedures, design by a single engineering firm, or use of an out
side engineering firm to supervise design and installation and provide 
scheduling have proved to be successful. Compatibility problems may be 
eliminated by proper design and choice of construction materials. Cost
sharing formulas have been developed to prorate costs among the utilities. 
Past research indicates that cost savings from 10 to 20 percent can be 
anticipated by using common trenching. In addition, if the use of common 
trenching allows quicker installation, developers, utilities, and highway 
departments should experience savings. 

•EXPANSION of underground utilities in urban areas produces increased competition 
for available installation space. Such competition is already common for utilities in 
densely populated areas of larger cities. In suburban areas, the problem is not so 
acute, but, with increased emphasis on underground utilities, improved installation 
practices obviously would be highly desirable for both aesthetic and economic reasons. 
Common trenching, or the installation of multiple utilities in the same trench, could 
lower costs and reduce the number of trenches required. Although the common trench 
could be located beneath the roadway, it also could be located outside the roadway. If 
utilities must be located within the roadway, common trenching would reduce the num
ber of times the pavement would be cut during installation. 

In many cases, existing utility facilities are located in the path of proposed highway 
construction projects. As a result, relocation, replacement, or adjustment must be 
performed. Thus coordination and scheduling of utility installation are required between 
the highway contractor and the utility-construction crews. If this coordination is over
looked, project delays that can increase cost to both highway contractor and utilities 
may result. Use of common trenching can reduce required installation time, amount 
of space required for utility installation, number of trenches needed, and, if the utilities 
are located within the roadway, width of pavement that would be subjected to cuts for 
maintaining the utilities. J<'or highways, minimizing the area of pavement over the 
utilities could reduce interference to traffic during repairs and the need for repaving 
the roadway. 

Common trenching raises a number of potential problems. Perhaps the major 
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problem is in coordination and scheduling of installation between the developer and the 
involved utility companies, although compatibility between utilities and allocation of 
cost quite often are cited as problems. The purpose of this paper is to summarize 
current practices and point out advantages or disadvantages to the implementation of 
common trenching. Greater details on the use of common trenching and the institutional 
and technical problems involved in this method of utility installation can be obtained 
from another report (1). 

As population increases, demands placed on utility-distribution systems also in
crease. In addition, population migration from center city areas to suburbs produces 
a need for wider utility distribution. Current trends indicate that utility companies 
that have located most of their distribution systems overhead will increase the fraction 
of distribution systems that are located underground. 

Data on which to project future utility needs are sketchy; in the case of certain 
utilities (such as water and sewers), determining merely the total number of miles 
(kilometers) of pipes in existing systems is impossible because no central organization 
appears to keep track of such records. 

In an earlier phase of this study for the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban De
velopment (HUD}, an attempt was made to estimate growth of various utility systems 
by using statistical data from utility company annual reports and other sources (2). The 
results of this study are given in the following tabulation and indicate that large yearly 
growth rates can be anticipated (1 mile = 1.6 km): 

System 

Water 
Sanitary sewers 
Natural gas 
Electric power, underground 

installation only 
Telephone, underground 

installation only 
Community antenna television, 

underground installation 
only 

Estimated Annual Growth 
(miles) 

10,000 to 15,000 
10,000 to 25,000 
20,000 

6,700 

50,000 to 60,000 

5,000 to 6,000 

Estimated annual growth for electric power and telephone is in cable miles (kilometers). 

CURRENT PRACTICES 

A review of the literature on common trenching in the United States indicates that little 
documentation exists on the application of this method of installation. However, a survey 
of 33 utility companies made as a part of the 1969 Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers Conference on Underground Distribution found that all but 3 of the companies 
responding used some form of common trench with telephone companies or other utili
ties (3). Six of the companies reported 100 percent common trenching with telephone. 
A third of the companies indicated 80 percent common trenching with telephone. Eight 
of the companies said that they had performed common trenching with gas utilities, and 
1 company reported a recent common installation with a water utility. Unfortunately, 
detailed data on these installations can be obtained only from the utility companies in
volved. A few contacts have been made with utility companies, but determining the 
amount of common trenching that has been installed or is anticipated to be installed in 
future installations has not been possible. 

A number of factors appear to have encouraged the use of common trenching. First, 
public pressures regarding aesthetics and the environment have led to increased pres-
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sure on utilities that use wires to locate their lines underground. Underground dis
tribution is more expensive than overhead distribution, and any installation system 
such as common trenching that might reduce this cost difference is of interest to all 
parties concerned. Second, development of new power cables, such as the concentric 
neutral cable, has increased the safety aspects of common trenching by reducing the 
possibility of shock if the cable is accidentally severed. Finally, changes made in the 
National Electrical Safety Code to allow random separation (no fixed spacing required 
between power and telephone cables below certain voltages) has allowed narrower 
trenches to be used (4). Furthermore, current highway safety efforts under the federal
aid highway program include the advancement of projects for removing or relocating 
aboveground obstructions, such as trees, sign supports, lighting poles, and utility poles, 
that might pose a hazard to motorists because of their proximity to the highway. In 
some cases, this has resulted in an increased need for locating utility facilities under
ground. 

As a separate part of our studies, we have examined the legal aspects of the under
ground installation of utilities (5). We found that there appears to be no legal deterrent 
to common trenching. In fact, some state utility regulatory agencies appear to favor 
common trenching in their rules and regulations on installing underground utilities in 
new subdivisions by stating that, whenever possible, electric and telephone cables and 
gas lines should be installed in the same trench (6). 

The first reported instance of the use of common trenching was in 1960 by the Com
monwealth Edison Company and Illinois Bell Telephone (7). In the initial trials, a 
trench 6 in. (150 mm) wide by 36 in. (900 mm) deep was 'Used with the power cable 
located at the bottom of the trench, and the telephone cable was placed 12 in. (300 mm) 
above the power cable. Initial trials indicated that (excluding the cost of the service 
connection) savings of 12 to 15 percent were achieved. Currently, Commonwealth 
Edison Company and Illinois Bell Telephone are using random separation in their 
installations. A unique feature of their operation is that 1 crew installs both the power 
and communication cables (!!). New work is split up so that each company does 50 per
cent of the excavation and installation. As a result, each company performs half of the 
work, and the cost is shared equally. 

Detroit Edison and Michigan Bell use much the same approach as that used in 
Illinois (9). In 1969, in one new subdivision, the entire job of excavation, installation, 
and backfilling was reported to have been contracted to an outside firm. Although use 
of this method has been limited, the trial installations were very successful. 

An interesting common trench was designed for an urban renewal project in Pitts -
field, Massachusetts (!Q, _!!). Four utilities-gas, power, telephone, and community 
antenna television-were included in the trench. Because of the large number of power 
and telephone cables, ducts were located in the bottom of the trench. The resulting 
trench (Figure 1) was 5 ft (1.5 m) wide and 6 ft (1.8 m) deep. A formula for cost alloca
tion was developed based on the total area of excavation required for each utility to be 
installed in a separate trench subtracted from the total area of the common trench. 
Any excess area in the common trench then was split equally among the 4 utilities. 
Costs then were calculated on the basis of a percentage of trench area. 

In 1968, in England, the Ministry of Public Building and Works organized a committee 
for coordinating underground services on building sites to look at the potential use of 
common trenching in public and private housing developments (.!:; 13). An analysis has 
been made of the proposed English system to study its applicability to the United States 
and determine areas where the system would have to be modified to be used in this 
country (14). The committee found that technology did not appear to be the main prob
lem with the possible exception of service connections, which they proposed to install 
at the same time that the common trenching of the distribution was performed. To be 
successful, this required that the location of the housing units be fixed early and not be 
changed. A typical cross section of their proposed trench is shown in Figure 2 (12). 

It appeared to the committee that coordination was the main area in which changes 
would be required for successful application of common trenching (13). They recom
mended that greater participation take place among all parties involved, that coordination 
be initiated in the earliest planning stages, that consideration be given to installation by 



Figure 1. Typical cross sections of common trenches. 
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Figure 2. Proposed English trench design. 
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Figure 3. Organizational 
arrangements for (a) use of pairing 
and (b) use of multiskilled crew or 
contractor. 

BUILDING SITE 

a multidisciplinary crew, and that either the developer or the utilities be encouraged to 
assume financial obligation for the project and be repaid later. Some of their proposed 
organizational systems are shown in Figure 3. 

Many of the cited utility problems also occur in the United States. The major prob
lem appears to be that the developer does not notify the utilities early enough to allow 
the necessary coordination. Furthermore, the exact location and plan of the housing 
are subject to greater fluctuation than that envisioned in the English system. Instances 
have been reported where utilities have joined together on their own initiative to use a 
common trench. Pressure from developers, building contractors, or highway organi
zations does not appear to be a factor in their decision. Rather, they appear to have 
approached the concept on the basis of reduced excavation, and, it is hoped, cost. 

COM.I:' AT ltllLlTY 

One of the frequently cited concerns in common trenching is compatibility among the 
various utilities in the trench. There are concerns over interference between electric 
cables and communication and signal circuits, corrosion of pipe utilities from stray 
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electrical currents, and possible contamination of water supplies if sewers are in the 
common trench. 

In 1968, the Edison Electric Institute and the Bell Telephone System completed a 
study evaluating random separation of power and telephone cables (15). This study 
utlimately led to a revision of the National Electrical Safety Code topermit random 
separation. Woodland (16) recommended that random separation with telephone not 
be used when "feeder" cables are involved and that it should be used only on the sub
scriber end. Also, on runs longer than 0.5 mile (0.8 km), an analysis should be made 
to determine whether interference will occur. 

Pipe may be subject to corrosion in certain soil conditions, and the presence of stray 
electrical currents from adjoining power cables might increase the rate of corrosion 
(11, .!!!.). This could be alleviated by using cathodic protection or plastic gas and water 
pipes. 

Sewers do not appear to be compatible with common trenching because of excess 
depth of burial and the need to be installed to grade. Also, many state health depart
ments insist on spacing from 6 to 10 ft (1.8 to 3 m) between water lines and sewer 
lines (19). If a gas leak were to occur, gas possibly might leak into the sewer system. 

COORDINATION 

Coordination can be achieved in a number of ways from informal group meetings be
tween the developer and the utilities to formalized procedures and committees. The 
developers of Foster City, California, attempted to install a coordinated utility system 
(20). To do this, they hired an electrical engineering design firm as the coordinating 
agency. Detailed drawings were prepared that showed the exact location of each service 
for each residential lot. Unfortunately, use of common trenching was not specified 
and, as a result, was not used extensively. 

In 1965, a firm named Coordinated Utilities, Inc., was formed in Berkeley, California, 
to market a patented system of utility installation that used a special design of common 
trench (21). It was first used in Walnut Creek, California. U.S. Patent Number 
3,263, 577 was issued to cover the concept, which included common trenches containing 
certain utilities under the sidewalk on each side of the roadway. The major feature of 
the design was the use of a smaller common trench perpendicular to the roadway at 
each lot line so that utilities from each side trench passed back and forth across the 
street only once for each 4 lots served. Unfortunately, the owner of the firm died and 
the company went out of business. 

Another example of design and construction of multiple utilities by a single coor
dinator existed in New York City where a new police headquarters building was being 
constructed (22). Under a single contract, an engineering firm was employed to deter
mine locations of existing utilities, determine placement of new utilities, schedule work, 
prepare plans and specifications, and oversee the installation. The utilities agreed to 
deposit sufficient funds to cover their share of the work. Each deposit was later ad
justed on the basis of bid prices and the actual cost of the work. 

In California, the Inter-Utility Underground Committee has been formed and is in the 
process of preparing a written manual of procedures for joint construction (23). This 
manual will contain forms that will be used to notify the utilities of intent to construct 
joint facilities, formulas for allocating trench costs for residential and commercial 
areas, and procedural agreements in effect among various utilities in the state. In 
addition, in the San Francisco area, Pacific Gas and Electric and the Pacific Telephone 
Company have developed details for handling common trenching for gas, electric, and 
telephone lines. These procedures outline planning steps, billing procedures, and cost 
allocation. 

The American Public Works Association in conjunction with the U.S. Department of 
Transportation has been conducting a research project on the location of utilities in relation 
to highways. One result of this research has been the organization of a nationwide committee 
to implement the organization of utility-coordinating committees. Their research find
ings and recommendations for future actions are covered in a recent report (24). 
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One of the major concerns of utility companies is excavations, or dig ins, caused by 
the installation or maintenance of other utilities. Location of all utilities in a common 
trench possibly could reduce the frequency of dig ins because contractors would know 
that other utilities exist in the area and therefore would be more careful during excava
tion. Studies also have shown that dig ins happen less frequently to deeply buried fa
cilities; the use of a common trench can provide this advantage to utilities that normally 
make shallower installations (25). 

ECONOMICS 

Economies in the construction of utility-distribution systems that use common trenching 
result from: (a) savings in the amout of excavating, backfilling, or repaving; (b) more 
efficient use of labor through use of a single-crew concept; and (c) improved rate of 
return on invested capital from a shortened construction schedule. 

Although general agreement on the validity of potential cost savings was expressed 
by the organizations engaged in common trenching, quantifying these factors generally 
has been difficult because of mixed feelings about the extra planning and coordination 
required to implement a successful common trenching program. This is in part be
cause any project must be installed one way or another, and few projects are exactly 
alike. Therefore, comparison of alternatives necessarily requires estimates for alter
natives not actually performed. Furthermore, our contacts with utility companies in
dicate that they are unable to supply information that they feel would be meaningful on 
the cost of planning, coordination, supervision, and inspection. If common trenching 
reduces the traffic interference associated with utility installation maintenance and the 
need for repaving, then reduced costs to highway departments should accrue. 

The economics of common trenching are not well documented. Most references 
merely indicate that money is saved by reduced excavation, but they make no mention 
of possible increases in installation costs or costs from coordination. In a case study 
in England to evaluate the recommendations of the Committee for the Coordination of 
Underground Services on Building Sites, utilities occupying the deepest portion of the 
trench reported savings of about 5 to 10 percent (26). Utilities occupying the shallow 
portion of the trench experienced no savings; however, it was felt that in future in
stallations larger savings would occur. In the United States, cost savings have been 
estimated to be 5 to 10 percent in early trials with an upper limit of about 20 percent 
after operations have been standardized. These are savings to the utilities only, and 
do not represent the overall savings that also will accrue to the builder, developer, or 
highway contractor because of faster installation of utilities and less construction in
terference caused by trenching. Until more documentation is available, these potential 
savings cannot be estimated. A detailed case study from planning to final construction 
will be required to quantify adequately the economics of common trenching. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Common trenching has been practiced in the United States to a limited extent since 
1960, and a survey of recent literature indicates that increased use of this method of 
installation is occurring. Various trench designs, methods of installation, and cost 
allocation procedures have been reported; however, no standardized procedures are 
commonly used in most of the reported installations. In England, a study was made of 
common trenching that is probably the most comprehensive evaluation of common 
trenching problems and procedures in existence. This study pointed out that advantages 
will occur through greater l!ooperation between building developers and utility com
panies if common trenching is used. Hc\vever, some of the procedures suggested. might 
not be possible in the United States at this time. One of the most obvious of these 
would be the use of a common crew to install all of the utilities in the trench. This 
might require changes in union regulations concerning jurisdiction over the installation 
of various utility lines and the increased training of installation crews. 
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Benefits accrue to utilities, developers, and highway departments from use of com
mon trenching (reduced excavation costs, faster installation, reduced right-of-way re
quirements, and possible reduction in dig ins) because all utilities would know the loca
tion of the others in the common trench and pavement cuts would be restricted to only 
a portion of the pavement during maintenance. Whether these factors could reduce the 
frequency of repaving is not known. There is a need for a detailed, documented case 
study of common trenching to determine whether the use of common trenching provides 
the benefit suggested in the literature and to develop standard procedures applicable in 
the United States. 
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